
 

 

 

 

 
March 7, 2016 

transcosmos inc. 
Leonis & Co. 

Leonis Awarded Patent for Vital Smartphone Electronic Stamp Technology 

Strengthening the Business Development of an “Electronic Stamp” Imprinted on Smartphone 
Displays and Used as a “Ticket Collector” Service for Electronic Coupons and Tickets 

transcosmos inc. (Headquarters: Tokyo, Japan; President and COO: Masataka Okuda; TSE First Section: 9715; 
hereafter, transcosmos) subsidiary Leonis & Co. (Headquarters: Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo; Partners: Keiji Ito and 
Matsutomo Uenishi; hereafter Leonis), which provides system development and consulting services with respect to 
omni-channel marketing, announces that they are officially patent approved by the Patent Office regarding the vital 
technology of an “electronic stamp” that can be “stamped” directly on to the smartphone’s display. This technology is 
implemented as an “electronic stamp function” within the omni-channel marketing tool “OFFERs” developed by 
Leonis. 

 

Patent number Patent No. 5804398 

Title of 
invention 

Electronic ticket system and program 

Date of patent September 11, 2015 

<Patent overview> 
It is a technology which overlays the image with authentication and “already-used” 
stamps on smart device displays by matching multiple contact points simultaneously, 
and by collating their shapes, pre-registered and not, at physical terminals. 

It can be said that this is a fundamental technology needed at point of service to 
authenticate coupons, tickets, stamp rallies, etc., with an “electronic stamp” by 
contacting a smart device with a physical terminal. 
 

This patent acquisition is essential to the use of an electronic stamp in digital devices such as smartphones. It 
enables smartphones and physical terminals to communicate simply by using the smartphone’s inherent “multi touch 
sensor” technology that allows multiple contact points on the display simultaneously. 

With the advent of this technology, you can now authenticate and access performance usage just by sending 
coupons and electronic tickets to smartphones and pressing “electronic stamp” on the smartphone display at 
storefront and event venues. Since its implementation into the smartphone-based omni-channel marketing tool 
“OFFERs” in October 2013, this “electronic stamp” function has been used for marketing at brick and mortar 
businesses, and as a “ticket collector” function for electronic tickets at large scale box offices, which can easily 
service tens of thousands of people at each site due to the fact that there is no need to install an exclusive terminal. 

Along with this patent, Leonis and transcosmos have pending numerous other related international patents (including 
unpublished), and plan on acquiring additional new patents as trends are considered. Moving forward, we will 



support the pace of physical and digital fusion, and advance the development of state-of-the-art service by having 
this patent technology as the axis. 

 

* transcosmos is a registered trade name or trademark of transcosmos inc. in Japan and other countries. 

* Other company names and product or service names mentioned are registered trade names or trademarks of various 
other companies. 

 

About transcosmos inc. 
transcosmos launched operations in 1966. Since then we have combined superior “human resources” with up-to-date 
“technological” capabilities to enhance the competitive strength of our clients by providing them with superior and valuable 
services. transcosmos currently offers Cost Reduction Services (Contact Center, HR/Financial/Sales Back Office, Order 
Management/SCM, System Development/Management etc.) and Sales Expansion Services (Big Data Analysis, Internet 
Advertising, Website Construction/Management, Smartphone/SNS Utilization, Telemarketing etc.). transcosmos continues 
to pursue operational excellence by providing these services through our 156 locations in 26 countries with a focus in Asia. 
Furthermore, following the expansion of E-Commerce market on the global scale, transcosmos provides a comprehensive, 
one-stop global E-Commerce service to deliver our clients' excellent products and services to consumers in 36 countries. 
transcosmos aims to be the “Global BPO Partner” of our clients to provide them with high quality BPO services on a global 
scale. 
 
 
About Leonis & Co.  
Established in 2011 as an omni-channel marketing company. They provide omni-channel marketing systems and support 
consultation geared towards retailers and IT operators based on omni-channel/O2O knowledge (both business and 
systems aspects). Since its business and capital alliance with transcosmos in June 2014, as a transcosmos subsidiary, 
they have developled strategies and services related to omni-channel ventures for transcosmos group companies. 
 
 

Inquiries from the media should be forwarded to 
transcosmos inc. Public Relations & Advertising Department 

Email: pressroom@trans-cosmos.co.jp 
 
 


